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From the President Dean Saluti
It’s now July, 2018. I can revert to my youth as I drive around

JANE OFFICERS & COMMITTEE
PRESIDENT

VP EVENTS

on the radio. Boy, is summer great! As a kid, I drove only MGs,
I’ve had 8 of them and, in those days, I had 8-tracks. Happily,
today we can enjoy our summer Jag drives with technologically-advanced radio. Actually, not much has changed – I’m

one complaint – I really do miss Arnie “Woo Woo” Ginsburg.
thinking Concours, Concours, Concours! Our Concours Chair, Daniel Graf, has brought
this event “over the top,” securing a huge tent for our older vintage cars and for us to

SECRETARY

TREASURER

CONCOURS

year. Bring your whole family and make it a weekend away in Sturbridge. And remember

SLALOM

It was great fun and they did an excellent job with this event. Don’t miss the fall Slalom.

TRAVELER CONTACT

CIRCULATION

-

Country Club in Salem, MA on August 26, hosted by David Zeller, one of our local HagFiner from Finer Wealth Management of Salem and other local businesses Don’t miss
this fun event.
-

and are holding all 15 of their rooms for us. When these rooms are gone, you will have
An ad in The Coventry Cat
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Another Picture Album for Adult Children

the Mille Miglia, this annual event was

was the Alain de Cadenet/Gordon Currie
Jaguar XK, braving punishing heat, fredangerous Dead Man’s Curves.

Centore, took some advice from the
Godfather of Soul, James Brown (Make
It Funky) and invited Andrew Funk to regale us with tales of restoring and racing
vintage Jaguars.
Growing up in Wellesley many decades
ago, Andrew was always fascinated with icana are purpose-built racing cars with
cars and the family yard was strewn
with Chevy classics (like a ’55 Chevy
and Chevy bodies over tubular frames.
of
father observed that the
Funks appeared to be living in a junkyard.
Andrew was then strongly encouraged

cana, and the blood types and allergies

- the helmets and on the sides of the cars.
is a US car maker that folded during the
involved himself in classic sports car racing, including the Goodwood event in the
coupe is so aerodynamically perfect for
this race that it is the most popular body
style choice. As vintage Jaguar fanciers,
driver Mike Hawthorn’s penchant for we can all agree that a good design is
meant that Andrew wore white mechan-

Continued on page 5
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Membership
Membership as of June
receive the electronic copy of the Cat.
No changes from last month – but worthy to note!
month we had one new
member join and 2 members
renew late for 2018. Our
m e m b e rs h i p ra n ks a re
lagging last year’s level and
membership level we have
reached in recent years. Hopefully, our full calendar of

unchanged from my last report.

Accurate database

keep your membership chair informed of email or snail
mail address changes. Updates help all the behind the

and complimentary members
if you would like a badge.
Your Membership Chair is
month.
version of the Coventry Cat, more and more members
elect to receive the online version of the Cat. Interestly,

Kevin Samborn, Boston, MA - 2016 F-type

Jags Meet (continued from page 4)

Andrew has established Oxford Motor-

hole in the roll bar, a few inches up from
its base so that the thickness of the tub-

-

drivers would then slide a short shim
inside an exhaust tubing roll bar, and
drill out the tube to make it appear that

stated that every race car that Andrew
has set up for him has completed its racand admirable mechanical accomplishment.
Andrew moved on, telling us about the
vintage race cars to events in California,
dealing with high-maintenance cars and
their higher-maintenance owners. If you
are poor and make strange demands,
you’re just weird. But if you’re rich and
Motorworks has succeeded in providing

me down to a death that’s not worth

panel attached to the roll bar, Frank
told us about the extreme lengths that
Doesn’t that stout roll bar on his car
look like it was made out of high tensile
weight, the roll bar was fabricated from

were enjoying the early summer weather, I ordered a drink and then suggested
that he must have overheard enough
Jaguar gossip by now to be a concours
judge, eh? He demurred, so I asked him
which of ours cars outside was his favor-

value in a rollover accident but drivers
before our dinner and Andrew’s preJuly 2018

racetrack safety inspectors caught on to

the interests of our club’s good comity, I
will reveal nothing further.
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Antique Technology Service Tips

are musical horns, tuned one musical major third apart, and

ed the relay was bad, but all the horns needed was for me
to dress the points, adjust them, and ensure good grounds.
Should have done this earlier!

in place while
turning the othtom point was
ad justed too
high, probably
due to 60 years
of wear causing
the top point to

blow and then turn the adjustment nut one half turn in the
Haynes book “Classic Car Components” recommended to
.

calls for the “best” sound. My gauge will blow a fuse at over
15 amps, and I didn’t want to risk that, so I chose procedures

entertaining video.
wouldn’t blow (points open), turned it back up 1/2 turn and
then adjusted to the best sound. A very small turn. I secured
driver’s side as dictated by the horn bell. You can’t reverse
them. I improvised a vise to clamp the horn securely (see
test leads.
blew but wasn’t
step was to dress
were stiff and
difficult to separate.
even drove over to make sure I was safe!
designed to be
closed under
sounds when a diaphragm, powered up, raises a push rod
which opens the points, breaking power, the rod retracts
wrenches were too thick to turn the lock nuts without turning
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The JANE Spring Slalom

Gary Hagopian in his thunderous racethey certainly aren’t dangerous, and
they aren’t expensive, all of which
most other branches of motorsport.
What slaloms really are is an
opportunity for each of us to come
to terms with the behaviors of our
car at its limits, for a brief, low-speedmadcap excursion on a large patch
of asphalt populated with many

It appears he may have done this

the In-Control Driving School facility in
of such an adventure are not widely
appreciated, but nonetheless worth of the season (there’s another one

but collected two pylons for a

opportunity for you to easily confront kindly taken over the management
and develop your ability to manage of slaloms, and he was ably assisted
emergency maneuvers in your car, to
learn what your car (and you) feels like
in such an emergency, and to become
cooked up a batch of really good hot

a gaggle of us mortal folks spread out
DQs (for getting lost and/or going
a few entrants either just learning or

you get five short chunks of time for our purposes.
(about a minute for each run) during
which you experience driving in this
state of sustained emergency. And
learn more about car control and
than you will from the next 50,000
miles you drive on public highways.
So, once again, this is the easiest,
least expensive and by far safest way
to gain such skills. And as you become
more familiar and skilled with driving
in that sustained emergency state,
you also become far safer when

After the drivers’ meeting and

of course, a huge benefit for you.
Continued on page 8
July 2018
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Really Nice Day (Continued from page 7)
-

2nd gear (or neither?) was faster.
stomachs. Some of us succumbed to
two pylons, for instance) and turned
you all.
After that, we had dollar runs
($1 for a timed run that doesn’t
count), which went on for almost
an hour, giving many of the entrants
a wonderful opportunity to really
You rock!
One more run, on full stomachs.
Most of us stayed the same, but a few s u sta i n e d e m e rge n c y d r i v i n g
experience to their driving skillsets.
to gain almost a second. Second gear,
it turns out.
advised her was close enough.

Meanwhile, Ari Check really got

And so,

And thanks

(Continued on page 9)
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A Really Nice Day - (Continued from page 8)
Car# Entrant

Car

SALES

Year

*

SERVICE

Fastest
Time

*

R E S T O RAT I O N

M O T O R C A R S
I N C O R PO RAT E D

333 Cooke Street

*

Plainville, CT 06062

2004 JAGUAR X-TYPE 3.0 AWD
Nice Silver with Black Leather. This is a one-owner truly immaculate vehicle. Loaded with the 17 inch
Alloys, Rear Drop Down Seats, Power Heated Seats, Day/Night Mirror, Digital Climate Control with Key-Less
Entry and Factory Alarm, and just so much more and so much Value. 80K mi. and this AWD is the Perfect All
year Round and mostly a Great Winter vehicle.
Motorcars Incorporated. Jaguar Sales, Service, and Restoration since 1977. 800-899-1055
For multiple pictures and other inventory: www.motorcarsinc.com.
28 The Coventry Cat
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UPCOMING EVENTS in JULY and AUGUST

full weekend of events, including the
We are having a Howard Johnson’s
night with Author Anthony Sammarco
speaking about his best selling book on
Howard Johnson’s. Our meal will feature
some Howard Johnson’s favorites.
surprises as well.
Contact Daniel if you have any

6th, followed by a morning tour and
some parade laps around the modern
Watkins Glen track on Friday, Sept.
original open-road course and a street

out (he needs numerous extra hands). If
Wednesday, Sept. 5th, and enter all the
C
for a more detailed write-up on the
Our annual tailgate picnic party,
yourself basis, but the more coordinated
we are, the more fun we are likely to
have. Kevin Murphy has volunteered to
be our informal coordinator, so get in

at Myopia, much of it taken from right

(xpertcool@aol.com).

You’ll want
to watch the whole 2-minute clip, to get
all of our cool friends really are. Who
real early, because
once this gets around . . .

we’re moving up in the world, right into
luxurious Kernwood Country Club. David
“WOW! Imagine me, a Bentley driver,
I only thought I was being a nice guy

For examples of what you might

a special way of sweet talking his way
through life.
In any case, I will do everything I can

separate classes.
From high-brow to low-slung, the

look at

car shows -

to see what

said they would try to accommodate

and the
. Stowe has a

rolling hills, spectacular fall foliage, and

use of the locker rooms because if the
weather is nice, we can dive into the pool.
Our biggest and best event of the
10 The Coventry Cat
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A Member Reminisces

A rare occasion driving on the
roadster but had no top and obviously
resulted in my purchase of a badly had been out in the weather for some
neglected Jaguar roadster, one that
might have desirable parts for my race were those disc brakes.
I opened the hood and was shocked
hold a number of secrets, one of which to see three two-inch SU carburetors
and the rare high-performance ‘Gold’
later.
As I drove northbound that day, XK150, this was the rare XK150S model.
I hid my enthusiasm when he said “ You
can have it for $250. I am the landlord
red sports car on a small used car lot of this lot and my tenant left town
across the divided roadway. It was one owing me a lot of money. I need to sell
of only two cars on the lot and a man in everything as fast as I can."
a large full length overcoat was standing
An 8pm phone call that night from

considering the other damage, I can
I even protested that the amount was
too small, but fearing I would laugh out
What this meant was that instead of
paying $250 to get a pair of disc brakes
being paid(!) $200 to accept a pair of
disc brakes and a high-performance
cylinder head with three carbs, with

racing.
I had already determined that
although the front torsion bar knuckles
those of you who don’t know, the drum “All of a sudden the front wheels of your and castellated nuts were visibly ground
car came rolling right on by me.” He down by dragging on the road surface,
cars were a weak link and they faded sounded pleased when he reported that
the nuts were not damaged at all. What
that hold the wheels on. He was not so
as a Jaguar XK150, and SCCA allowed
upgrading components available on the front wheels but said he found the
out of sight when, expecting the
later models, so the disc brakes from
this XK150 could be an important (and car back to his shop. I asked how he worst, I removed the cover on the
legal) improvement.
got the car back to the shop and with
not roll because the ring and pinion
could – I dragged it back!” With a dose were encased in a large block of ice. I
of my own sarcasm I instructed him to immediately suspected that not only
be sure to wire those spinny things to had the tenant skipped town but he
the wire wheels so they would not come apparently sabotaged this car before
leaving. In any case, come spring the
block of ice melted and the rear end
ready for my protests about how much
booth. In those days I was racing a

As I approached the man shivering

problem’ with the delivery. He said he
had been towing the car with the locked

bar knuckles and nuts were severely disc brakes as well as the ‘Gold’ cylinder
ground down at an angle. I complained head and its three carbs into my XK120
that the car was now useless and I
was undamaged, I decided to install the
drum brakes and an old XK120 cylinder

I will sell it for a price you can not resist.
because the rear end is locked and the
car will not roll. I can have it towed
July 2018

a drivable XK150 with drum brakes. It
was ‘Almost An XK150’.
(Continued on page 12)
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Almost an XK150 (Continued from page 11)

car obviously had been a very serious
race car because the roll bar had been
made of exhaust tubing! Innovative
racers used exhaust tubing rather than
steel pipe to save weight. Also this
roll bar had been no wider than the
roll bars that spanned the full width
of the cockpit. Being more interested

years later when trying to confirm
its racing history. I suspect it was the
car raced by Harry Carter seen here

became obvious he knew something
about this car that I did not. When I forced me to park it in my father’s
explained my sabotage theory about back yard alongside my abandoned
the locked rear end he could not keep
two wrecked race cars, the XK120
he revealed that while working at the
junk yard he was sent to retrieve a car
was red and it was this very car!
‘Almost An XK150’ towing my XK120
race car was certainly an odd sight
merrily rolling down the highways to
never became problem, and as long
as I allowed for much longer braking
distances, this rig proved to be very
reliable and trouble-free.
During the second year of its towing

take all the hulks to his farm. He said he
Decades later, I searched for that

could be salvaged. I approached the
familiar giant oak tree landmark but
no barn remained there. It had been
replaced by a few small ranch houses,

‘Almost An XK150’ while parked in a

Another mystery concerned the
amount of gnarly rust throughout the
expected in a 5-year-old Jaguar but I
wasted no energy thinking about this

jack screw type with

Flat towing a race car was common
in those days so I decided to tow my
XK120 race car with ‘Almost An XK150’.
A friend who worked at a junk yard
outside Boston had also done some auto
MA, so I asked him to fabricate my
trailer hitch. When I arrived at his barn

for sale

for it? How did it run? With each answer
he seemed more entertained and it
12 The Coventry Cat
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For Sale
new valves, springs, tappets and seals. Seats are
recut. Has tappet guild hold-down kit installed
on exhaust side. Gasket face is resurfaced. Has
cams installed.
Alternate cams
installed by rehead can be polished to resemble early head.
More pictures
can be seen at
JAGFIX.com or

Have all records since purchase in
White with light tan interior. Approx
Ad placed by
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from The Editor’s Pit
Just so

markings need to be re-painted perhaps
monthly. As the areas in fully autonomous
service grows, this will probably become,
literally, a huge problem.
• Machine-learning algorithms that
will enable autonomous cars to safely

for some years about us humans learning
led me to a study of autonomous cars,
about which I am less then totally
enthused.
With that said, at the end of May I

trillion
per second each) have been suggested

update, especially given that Jaguar (and

The editor, trying to learn

the conference, but it is clear to me from

technological adventure.
seconds
the things we don’t yet know about this technology.
we need local radio beacons installed everywhere and
during the panel discussion that “geo-fencing” is going
in a moment.
Other presenters included an expert from the

ahead.
fully

gaming company that has expanded into autonomous car
means autonomous cars are going to have
limited
usefulness. It also suggests some interesting social
help autonomous cars navigate safely.
• Fully autonomous cars are going to be an urban
development technology for the near and middle future.

So hang on to your helmets – your local dystopian
nerd says it’s gonna get bumpy!

• Boston is hard at work with a number of developers
reminiscing, plus a great report from Marguerite
Until now, they have been confined to the seaport
district, but are now beginning to tackle all of Boston
(some 850 miles of streets) in many but not all weathers.
• High-resolution mapping is a vexing problem,
such streets apparently need to be remapped several

July 2018

McMahon will write about going to school.
about anything, at d18@moultonlabs.com. And once
again, thanks for sending me all this material that I could
never possibly make up! And, especially, thanks for then
reading it all!
See you at Myopia.
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all parts JAGUAR.
SHIPPING

BASED ON PART AVAILABILITY

We specialize in Stock, Performance
and Restoration parts for all Jaguar
models - from the XK120 to the 2016
Jaguar F-Type.

1.800.851.9438
A DIVISION OF

terrysjag.com
IMPORTS

5850 STADIUM DRIVE KALAMAZOO, MI
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LETTERS: MORE ROYAL CARWATCHING
AT THE RECENT ROYAL WEDDING

Meghan and her Mother arrived in the oldest of the

Harry and William arrived on foot. I thought that odd.
all the way through the town and back to the castle, but I
could not see who got out of it when it pulled up in front

George and the Dragon mascot.

Mother ordered shortly before her death. Jaguar had to

roof. However, when Charles got out it did not have suicide
complied with her wishes and built her one.
or four that Jaguar was forced to build. I think Jaguar

July 2018
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s 2ESTORING 8+ MODEL *AGUARS FOR  YEARS
s &INEST UPHOLSTERY AVAILABLE
s /UR MAIL ORDER UPHOLSTERY KITS HAVE ALL THE PARTS
EVEN THE HARD TO MAKE ONES AND THEY lT
BACKED UP BY TOLL FREE INSTALLATION SUPPORT
s %XTENSIVE 0ARTS SELECTION WITH MAIL ORDER WORLD WIDE
s 3ENSIBLE MECHANICAL AND PERFORMANCE UPGRADES
s 7E ALSO WORK WITH MANY OTHER %UROPEAN MARQUES

BASSETT’S

0/ "OX  7YOMING 2HODE )SLAND  53!
4EL     s % MAIL JAGWILLIE BASSETTSINCCOM

www.bassettsinc.com

- New Parts
- Used Parts
- Rebuilt Parts

1-800-875-5247 | www.welshent.com

- 100,000 sq ft facility

The largest independent retailer of new, used
& rebuilt Jaguar spares since 1965

3 pm ship that day

- Orders placed before

Proud supporter of the JCNA
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FASTEST GROWING
AUTOMOTIVE BRAND
IN THE U.S. IN 2016
†

This year, we’re ready to start where we left off, because we’re
not ones to rest on our laurels. Our lineup of high-performance
vehicles backed by Jaguar EliteCare Best-In-Class coverage*
has us poised to keep leaping ahead.
JAGUAR NORWOOD
449 NEPONSET ST
NORWOOD, MA 02062
781-619-9000
WWW.JAGUARNORWOOD.COM

Vehicles Shown: 2017 Jaguar XE R-Sport, 2017 Jaguar XF R-Sport, 2017 Jaguar F-PACE First Edition. European license plates shown. †Claim based on number of new
Jaguar vehicles sold in the U.S. from January to December 2016 as compared to number of Jaguar vehicles sold during calendar year 2015 (+116%), and compared against
reported U.S. sales figures by automobile manufacturers for the same time periods. *Class is cars sold by luxury automobile brands and claim is based on total package of
warranty, maintenance and other coverage programs. For complete details regarding Jaguar EliteCare coverage, please visit JAGUARUSA.COM, call 1.855.JAGUARUSA /
1.855.524.8278 or visit your local Jaguar Retailer. © 2017 Jaguar Land Rover North America, LLC

Place
Stamp
Here

Jaguar Association of New England
329 Box
Ross692027
Corner Rd• Shapleigh,
ME02269
04076
P.O.
Quincy, MA

Mailing Label
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